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This talk attempts to overcome the traditional understanding of "shu (術)" and "xingming (形名)" 
in analyzing the relationship between Shen Buhai and Han Fei. It instead tries to study their 
relationship from a perspective of politics, language, and mind. Shen Buhai emphasized the 
significance of ming (名, language), and pointed out that politics is one of the human behaviors run 
by language. Han Fei criticized Shen Buhai’s overconfidence in language because he had some 
distrust of communication by means of it. When we try to persuade others, we need to catch what 
our conversational partner think, not deliver what we think to them. However, it is hard to find out 
their mind. In particular, the communication between a ruler and his ministers is even harder 
because there tends to be a sharp collision of interests between them. Therefore, Han Fei advised 
the ruler to maintain emptiness and quietism in order to minimize the arbitrariness of his 
interpretation of the symbol of language. 
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